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Signet Elevators are built to the exacting standards of

ThyssenKrupp Access, the world’s most trusted maker of home

elevators. We continually exceed customer expectations with

a powerful combination of products, services, and technolo-

gy. Backed up by unsurpassed technological and logistical

resources, we are the leading drivers of growth and innova-

tion in our industry.
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Signet

Since the time of the Pharaohs in ancient Egypt, the prestige of the Signet, usually in the form of a ring, quickly

established the importance and opulence of the person wearing it. If you owned a signet, you were a person of great

significance.  Signets were so personal … so important … that fathers would pass them on to their sons for genera-

tion after generation.

This idea is what drove us to create our Signet line of home elevators.  They are, without question, the premier custom-

built elevators in the world, and having one in your home is the mark of unquestioned taste and quality.   
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In the last decade, the term “luxury” has lost a bit of its luster, as common items

became status symbols. When an ordinary cup of coffee and overpriced muffins from

Seattle were suddenly held in the highest distinction, luxury was no longer the

province of a select few. 
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Your home is more than just a building where you live.  Put an emphatic “signature”

on your home by adding a Signet Elevator that has been built to your exacting specifi-

cations and tastes. 

With the introduction of the Signet line of home elevators,

ThyssenKrupp Access has revolutionized the crafting of luxury home ele-

vators, and have reaffirmed our passionate commitment to satisfying the

needs of our high level clientele. Each elevator is built to our exacting

standards and to exceed your expectations. Signet Elevators can be retro-

fitted to your existing house, or we can help you add one to the dream

house you’re currently building. 

We’ve designed these luxury elevators not only with your comfort in

mind, but also with all the important details that transcends every other

elevator on the market. Signet Elevators are guaranteed to add to the lux-

uriousness of your home – not detract from it. They are the elevators

other manufacturers only wish they could build.

Taking Elegance to the Highest Level

Signet
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Just as you wouldn’t put an 8-track player in your luxury car, don’t put just any 

elevator in your home.  Signet Elevators rely on the latest, cutting-edge elevator technology

coupled with breathtaking, high-quality materials to add opulence to your home.

In the last decade, the term “luxury” has lost a bit of its luster, as com-

mon items became status symbols. When an ordinary cup of coffee and

overpriced muffins from Seattle were suddenly held in the highest dis-

tinction, luxury was no longer the province of a select few. 

The Signet Elevator represents a return to the days when elegance, crafts-

manship, and quality were the true benchmarks of luxury. With unparal-

leled form and function, all our Signet options will surely satisfy even the

most discerning tastes. 

Luxury And Comfort Are Reaching New Heights 

Hammer Metal

Sante Fe Pacific Blue Rockies Silver

Key West Napa Mist
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Indulge yourself and create your own piece of art that makes a powerful statement

about who you are and what you’re about.  With Signet Elevators, your only limit is

your imagination. Signet

Signature Series – Designed for the customer who wants flawless quality

with a minimum of bother, the Custom Series offers unprecedented

options for a home elevator. 

Designer Series – When you choose our designer series, an expert con-

sultant will meet with you and help you design the ultimate elevator for

your home. With our help and nearly limitless options at your disposal, you

can have the elevator of your dreams. If you can imagine it, we can build it.

Intelligent Design And Quality Craftsmanship: Premium Home Elevators 

Hammer Metal Pacific Blue

Rockies SilverKey West

Napa Mist
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In the last decade, the term “luxury” has lost a bit of its luster, as common items

became status symbols. When an ordinary cup of coffee and overpriced muffins from

Seattle were suddenly held in the highest distinction, luxury was no longer the

province of a select few. 
Signet

MMost people who listen to a virtuoso playing a Stradivarius don’t worry about the reasons his instruments sound so

unique. They just revel in the pure sound of joy. We feel the same way about our Signet Elevator. You let us worry about

the technical brilliance it takes to make it the best elevator you can buy. You can sit back and just enjoy using your

Signet for years to come.

But, if you’re one of those people who likes to know all the details, we’ve enclosed our technical data sheet and a 

CD-ROM that should satisfy your curiosity. Enjoy! 


